
Evenio Oy is a Finnish Event and Meeting Service Provider.

We deliver event management in healthcare sector specialising in
pharmaceutical Investigator Meetings. With our global reach,

industry focus and high standards, Evenio provides unique value to
clients.

With Evenio, you can focus on creating the professional synergy
and leave project management and creative event design up to us.
Your goals and objectives are our highest priority. Based in Europe,
Evenio’s experienced team and global mindset delivers consistent
compliance and quality execution in various countries and cultures.

We provide concept creation, program planning and event
execution services to help clients create high-impact meetings.

Since 2016, we have executed over 50 face-to-face Investigator
Meetings in Europe and the United States, hosted over 3000

attendees, and consistently received highly positive feedback from
CRO's, sponsors, HCP's and from the co-working network.

In 2020 - 2022 as a response to the changing business environment,
we expanded our services to include Online Meeting Services.

We have since successfully conducted multiple digital investigator
meetings and have received extremely positive feedback about our

new service offerings.

Evenio - We build high impact events



Leadership
With a background in Cultural Anthropology and Business
Administration Petra joined Evenio in 2016 as a COO. Since 2020 Petra
has been working as the CEO.

"I am always searching for the best solutions and ideal service flow
for clients. For me, it is important to co-create and work together
as a team. This way we use our full potential and deliver excellent
results as an organisation."

***

Our Event Project Team & Co-Operation partners
We always suit the team to match each meeting’s precise needs.
Our team members and co-operation partners are experienced
experts in digital project management, systems engineering,
marketing, media, travel, and hospitality business.

What teammembers have said:

"I appreciate the culture of mutual respect and professionalism at
Evenio. Additionally, since I'm based in the US, I love working with a
team that is based in Europe – together, we can provide a global,
fresh perspective to our clients."

"I enjoy working with our dedicated team. It's given me many
opportunities to expand my skill-sets and I love the supportive
team environment."

Who we are?



Evenios Event Concept
Carefully estimated

With Years of experience, we know how to build events and
meetings. Creating a budget plan that is flexible, accounts for your
budget, and meets Your education and regulatory needs is our
strength. Our Concept Creation Service is all about understanding
clients needs and consulting best practises. As a result, we create a
cost estimate.

Event Project Management

We care about making your event the best possible experience for
everyone involved. We take care of all the small, tedious details and
arrangements so that our clients can focus on their own duty. That's
why we make the effort to understand your exact needs, so that the
event you imagine is the event you'll get. As a result we manage
contracts & payments, communication between parties We report
meeting management progress & create an aggregate level report.

Event execution management

Whether your meeting is digital or in-person, we work to ensure it
flows effortlessly. From invitations, registrations and logistics to on-
site & technical support and reporting - we pay attention to the
details to make your meeting flawless. As a result we handle
invitations and registrations, book travel tickets and accommodation,
create digital content, we take care of the meeting technology.



Contact Details
Petra Vairimaa | CEO
Mobile phone +358505600333
email: petra.vairimaa@evenio.fi
Business ID: 2136590-6
www.linkedin.com/in/petravairimaa

Our Service Promise
Compliant
We understand the industry regulations and are trained to
work the compliant way.

Flexible
Flexibility is us. We appreciate open co-operation and always
aim to achieve your goals.

Secure
We take your privacy seriously. We are committed to
protecting your business and the privacy of every attendee.

Professional
We are a globally-minded team that understands the many
cultures with which we work. We deliver our exceptional
customer service with respect and professionalism.


